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trade and prevent the introduction of new products and im-
provements (such, for example, as the "everlasting" match
usable many times).
Their effect upon prices may be illustrated by the fact that
in 1914 the cost of quinine sulfate was twenty-five cents an
ounce, but after Merck joined the international cartel the
price rose to seventy-five cents by 194L The imposition of
production quotas is suggested by the fact that, while in
1930 domestic aluminum production exceeded a hundred
thousand metric tons and that of Germany was only thirty
thousand, in 1934, three years after Alcoa entered the cartel,
the American output had fallen to thirty-three thousand tons
and the German had risen to thirty-seven.* In the Depression
their effect apparently was to aggravate unemployment and
underconsumption* Later in the thirties cartels began to at-
tract unfavorable notice from Senate investigating commit-
tees and the antitrust division of the justice department be-
cause of their alleged threat to the national security, f On the
whole, the shapes assumed by the internationalism of Big
Business seemed as futile as those of economic nationalism in
promoting the greatest good for the greatest number*
Lurking in the background of the ordinary American's in-
sularity remained the old issue of unpaid debts from the
*U. S. v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 Fed. Rep., ser. 2, 416, an
action which resulted on March 12, 1945, in a decision adverse to the
aluminum interests, holding that they had violated the Sherman act.
f Most notably the cartel under which Standard Oil of New Jersey had
promised the German firm, I. G. Farben, "the benefit of all its know-how in
the oil and chemical fields/* Special Committee Investigating the National
Defense Program, Hearings on Senate Resolution 71, pt. xi, 4698 (77 Cong.,
1 sess., March 1942). Wendell Berge, assistant attorney-general, declared in
retrospect: "The good-neighbor policy, which is supposed to govern our re-
lations with Latin America, the reciprocal trade treaties, our alien-property
policy, and other basic principles of America's conduct of foreign affairs have
in many instances been seriously weakened by the interference of cartel activities.*'
Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary, U. S. Senate Hearings on 5.
11, 47 (79 Cong., 1 sess., May 1945). Cartels in the Great Depression are dis-
cussed by Louis Domeratzky, "Cartels and the Business Crisis," Foreign Affairs,
X (1931), 34-53.

